
Category: Tactical: Switching play
Skill: U9

Pro-Club: Peterborough United Academy FC
Michael Fox, Peterborough, United Kingdom

Cycle 4 - Session 10

Organisation - Each Player has a ball, Moving around the circle.
Challenge is to get 1000 touches on the ball in 15 mins.
Boys will not be given any set instructions other than they have
10 mins to get as many touches on the ball as they can.
Praise boys who :-
-Use our Ball skills from previous sessions
-Use different parts of the feet
-Changing directions often
-Tempo of movement & feet.
-Awareness of whats around them
Will stop the boys after 7.5 mins - Breather and so they know
they are halfway so should be around 500 touches if less then
they need to work quicker but maintain the quality.

Warm up 1000 touches (15 mins)

Organisation - Players split into groups of 3
Players will work as a team passing the ball to complete
different challenges.
- Pass can only travel accross 1 square
- Must be in a different square to team mates
- Can you receive the ball in an empty space ?
- Pass MUST travel accross 2 squares
- 1st pass goes over 1 square 2nd must go over 2 squares
- Support players on the ball
- Decision making / Focus
- Quality of pass - Pass & Accuracy
- Take pictures - Awareness
- Relax

Passing Grid (20 mins)

Organisation - Mark out a 30 yard diameter circular pitch with
markers or cones,
Place four goals as in the diagrams, One team of eight players,
One team of four players.
The team with eight players must attempt to keep possession
and look to play out to their team mates. Once played out to their
teamates they must dribble in and the passer drops out.
The team of 8 score a point for each successful switch. The
team of 4 score by winning the ball and scoring in the goal.
P - Team of 4 can only score with a 1 touch finish.
- Movement in middle to support player on the ball
- Body position to receive to play out
- Decision making ( Don't force the pass )
- Awareness
- Communication

8v4 (25 mins)



Organisation - SSG - Switching Play - Praise good decisions to
switch the ball.
- Boys to recognise when to Recycle and Switch.

Screen 4 (30 mins)
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